Client Newsletter

Tobin Insurance Services “We protect and grow your assets”
LIFE, MEDICAL, FIRE & GENERAL INSURANCE

Oxford Dictionary Meaning
“TRIBUNE of the people”
meaning official in ancient
Rome chosen by the people
to protect their interests.
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Why you often pay too much
when you buy stuff
It’s easy to buy things on HP or using a credit card. At times it is necessary, but
here are two tips on not letting yourself get hung by too much debt.
Work out the total cost you will pay before signing. It may change your
mind. For example a car yard offers finance for a $12,000 vehicle at $150 a week
for 4 years. On the face of it, those are easy payments. But that’s $150 x 52 weeks
x 4 years, which equals $31,200!!! (This is a real example on terms offered by a
car dealer)
Do NOT accept access to a loan or credit card by mail. Recently a bank was
offering a credit card based “home improvement” loan. “Just sign at the bottom,
along with your nominated loan amount”. Taking out a loan with no specific purchase goal in mind is very dangerous.
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Claims Corner
In 2002, at age 32 married with a 4 year old and a 9 year old, Andrea discovered a small lump on her nipple. The
GP thought it was a small infection and recommended antibiotics. After 6 months the lump had not disappeared
so Andrea was referred to a breast specialist at the Super clinic. After an aspiration test, the lump was found to
be clear fluid, but as a precaution Andrea was referred for a mammogram.
The radiologist found the smallest touch of cancer in her breast. The radiologist took quite a bit of time and took
quite a few pictures. Andrea believes she owes her life to this radiographer who took quite an interest in Andrea’s case taking up to 12 pictures that day. The radiographers persistency paid off and the specialist said the
lump would have to be tested. An ultrasound also done at the time did not pick up the lump due to its small size.
The biopsy was done at Middlemore hospital and it came back showing as cancer. A lumpectomy was done
within weeks. Two more lumps were found and right on the edge of one of the lumps taken another small
amount of cancer was found. Andrea’s specialist recommended, as three lumps were found, that a mastectomy
be carried out.
Andrea says “at 32 years of age it was the biggest shock of her life, having found breast cancer then told she was
going to lose one of her breasts. After a big cry and talk with her husband, they decided to go ahead with the
mastectomy”.
The lumpectomy was carried out in July 2002 and the mastectomy was carried out in October 2002. At the time
of the mastectomy a breast reconstruction operation was carried out at the same time. When Andrea woke up
from the operation a feeling of relief came over her as she was told she would only need radiotherapy after her
operation. Her husband Brian was with her at recovery when nine medical staff came in and Andreas cancer doctor advised her they found another seven lumps in her breast when they did the mastectomy. That was ten lumps
altogether. Because of this and the proximity to the chest wall Andrea was advised she would have to undergo
chemotherapy as well as radiotherapy. Over the next three months Andrea underwent four sessions of chemotherapy, which took its toll on her body.
As you can imagine the strain was huge on the family. Andrea was advised she has a 75% chance of surviving
the next five years. That really hit Andrea as she says, “it was me they were talking about”. “The cancer society
were brilliant and we had counselling from them, they provided home help and meals.”
Two years after Andrea’s mastectomy, oncology has given her a six month clearance. This means she only has to
go for six monthly checks now. The future is looking really bright for Andrea and her family.
Andrea called Jeff Tobin her insurance agent, as she was concerned that having cancer affected her life insurance
and that she needed to disclose this to the insurance company. As this was the first notification on Andrea’s
medical condition, Jeff was able to put Andrea’s concerns to rest and advise her not only did it not affect any of
her current insurances but that she had taken out Trauma insurance. This meant Andrea was entitled to make a
claim against her policy for a Trauma claim. Trauma insurance covers thirty-eight major illnesses. Cancer being
one of the traumas covered meant Jeff arranged for a claim form to be sent to Andrea straight away. Jeff says
“Once Andrea had gathered her medical records, completed the claim form and sent it back to me, I was able to
arrange for AXA to make payment to Andrea’s bank account of the full sum insured of the Trauma cover”. Andrea says, “ AXA paid out really quickly, they were brilliant”. Andrea and Brian applied the bulk of the proceeds
to their mortgage which means they are virtually mortgage free now. Brian had been made redundant a few years
ago and at that time found they couldn’t afford to keep their health insurance, so this payout really took away
some of the financial pressure for them.
Andrea says “ she thoroughly recommends to women of all ages, if they have any lumps, bumps, odd shapes on
their breast not to hesitate to go to your doctor and get recommended to have a mammogram, if it wasn’t for my
radiographer and doctor I would possibly not be alive today”
Thank you Andrea for sharing your story with us, we wish you the best of health and a bright and happy future.
For further information on Breast Cancer contact the NZ Breast Cancer Foundation Telephone 09-523-4397 Toll
Free 0800-902732
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Cancer
In New Zealand, approximately one quarter of all deaths are caused by cancer. Main causes of cancer
death for males were cancer of the trachea, bronchus and lung, cancer of the Colo rectum and anus, and
prostate cancer. For females, breast cancer was the biggest killer, followed by cancer of the Colo rectum
and anus, then cancer of the trachea, bronchus and lung.

Could you afford a six-month holiday?
If you own your own business, it is very easy to be operating it such that you are the critical person. For example,
most trades rely on the owner to generate the work and the team to undertake it. In retail, the owner is invariably
the buyer. In manufacturing, the owner holds the customer relationships and in the professions, if your income is
almost entirely dependant on charge out of your time.
But what if you took a six-month overseas holiday starting next week. What would happen to the business? I’m
sure you would agree that such a holiday would require months if not years of planning. A considerable amount of
money would have to be accumulated to cover lost income or to pay someone to pick up your responsibilities –
otherwise the business could fail.
Now consider having the holiday FORCED on you – in the form of hospitalisation due to a heart attack, cancer or
a stroke. An awful thought. If you are in business, talk to us about some simple insurance plans that cover you in
these circumstances.

Great bumper stickers
Saw it... Wanted it... Had a fit... Got it!
If you drink, don't park –accidents cause people.
If you can read this, I've lost my trailer.
You're just jealous because the voices are talking to
ME.
The earth is full, go home
Cleverly disguised as a responsible adult.
If we quit voting, will they all go away?
Cover me, I'm changing lanes.
Fight crime: shoot back!
Body by Atlas; brain by Mattel
Heart attacks... God's revenge for eating his animal
friends
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When calling us please leave a
message with our answer service . We will return your call
just as soon as possible.
Your call is important to us and
will be treated
with priority,

Thank you!

“The majority of working New
Zealanders are only three weeks
away from bankruptcy if they
lose their jobs” – quote from the NZ

Herald.

TWO OF THE MOST COMPELLING
REASONS TO BUTT OUT
If you smoke a pack a day, quitting will be like
getting a pay rise of up to $3,500 a year
After 12 months, your risk of sudden death from
heart attack is reduced by almost half
Remember from December 10, the smoke-free
Environments Amendment Act will ban smoking
from all places of work, including bars and restaurants. New Zealand is the third country in the
world to go smoke free after Ireland and Norway

As a general guide on office
Need Mortgage
hours, I can return your call
advice?
during normal business hours of
For the best up to
9.00am to 5.00pm Mon-Thurs.
date rates and speIf your call is not returned
cial offers call us to
immediately it is because I am
arrange a time to
in a meeting with clients like
discuss your
you.
mortgage needs.
Fridays, I aim to leave the office This a free service
by 4.00pm at the latest –Jeff.
to you.

Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy but we accept no responsibility for errors or omissions whether neglect or otherwise. No liability is accepted by the author or publisher for any
losses suffered by any person relying directly or indirectly upon this newsletter. You are advised to seek appropriate advice before acting upon this information.

